As internet plays an important role in day to day life, data increases rapidly. Various applications involves in using this data, which is very complex and high dimensional. Applications requires accurate classification of these data. Data mining is the promising technology which provides various classification algorithm. The existing classifications techniques provides less accuracy in classifying high dimensional data. It also has the overhead of increased execution time. To meet these problems feature selection plays a significant role in classification. Classifiers efficiency is improved with effective feature selection and the selected features has high discriminative power. This paper proposes a novel mutual interaction based feature selection technique called Joint Feature Interaction Maximization (JFIM). The basic technique in this approach is forward greedy methodology which identifies the best feature subset. The resulting feature subset has less correlation between features and high correlation between multiple feature and classes. The resulting selected feature subset has less redundancy. The technique is implemented and tested with four well known bench mark dataset of varied dimensionality from UCI repository. A comparative study is made with two existing feature selection methods viz. Interaction Gain Feature Selection (IGFS) and Mutual Information Feature Selection (MIFS). The classification efficiency of our approach shows improved accuracy and reduced execution time.
Introduction
Data mining technology is used in varied applications that involves high dimensional dataset. In all applications, features plays an important role in improving classification task. However, not all features are essential, as many of them are redundant or even irrelevant, resulting in reducing the performance of an algorithm. Thus classifiers can be improved by better feature selection methods. Feature selection aims to solve this problem by selecting only a small subset of relevant features from the original large set of features. By removing irrelevant and redundant features, feature selection can reduce the dimensionality of the data, speed up the learning process, simplify the learnt model, and/or increase the performance [1] . All feature selection methods find the optimal feature subset by considering an evaluation function and a search procedure. This evaluation function analyses how the selected subset can be useful in categorizing between classes. It can be classified into two main groups: filters and wrappers. Filter methods are independent of any classifier, which measure the relevancy and redundancy of feature subsets without any classifier support; whereas wrappers depends on the classification algorithm which uses the classifier's performance as the estimation measure.
Feature selection is considered as difficult not only because of the large search space, but also feature interaction problems. This work mainly highlights the information measure which is centered on the notion of mutual interaction. The existing feature selection methods are based on information theory such as information gain, Mutual information feature selection and conditional mutual information feature selection which do not consider mutual interaction between features. The interactions can be two way, three way or multi way.
Certainly, an important feature may be neglected considering the correlation between feature and target class, but the same feature could significantly improve the classification accuracy, when it is combined with other features. Unwanted removal of such features may miss an optimal feature subset and leads to poor classification performance. Thus in the proposed work, a novel joint feature interaction based evaluation function named JFIM (Joint Feature Interaction Maximization), that overwhelms the problems of the existing algorithm is suggested. In which the features which have high interaction information with previously selected features and high relevancy among the features is considered. The method calculates the interaction between the candidate feature and each feature in the subset which is already selected; the minimum interaction is added to the mutual information between the candidate feature and the class label; and the feature with maximum summation is selected and added to the subset S. It has the strongest relevance to the class label and the highest minimum interaction with the selected features. The advantage of this criterion is its ability to select the features that have the highest discrimination power. The content of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes Information theory concepts. Section 3 reviews literatures in filter feature selection methods. Section 4 gives the idea of feature interaction. Section 5 presents the proposed Joint Feature Interaction Maximization (JMIM) algorithm. Section 6 outlines the conducted experiments. Section 7 gives experimental results and discussion. Finally section 8 gives the conclusion.
Information theory
For a discrete random variable X =(x1, x2... xN), its entropy is denoted as H(X), where xi refers to the different values that X can take [2] . H(X) is given as:
Where: p(xi) is the probability mass function.
When the variable X takes discrete values, p(xi) is defined as
X is the number of instances with value xi N is the total number of instances H(X) takes the value between 0 and 1.
The joint entropy for a two discrete random variable X and T is defined as:
, )log ( ( , ) (3) P(xi,yi) is the joint probability mass function of the variables X and Y.
The conditional entropy of the variable X given Y is defined as:
The conditional entropy is the entropy left in C when variable X is considered; it gives either less or equal value to the entropy. Both conditional and joint entropy is bounded and it is given by:
Literature survey
A number of filter based feature selection methods are suggested in literature. All these methods aims to bring the best selective features. One of approach called Information gain (IG), which is considered as a simple method and it finds the dependence between feature and class. It follows a univariate approach. This method finds the best subset by evaluating mutual information with the class. Lots of application domains are attracted by this approach because of its simplicity and less computational cost. The major disadvantage faced by this method is independency among the features, which does not give better solution always. Another problem is certain features which are chosen may be highly correlated and carries repeated values with the class label. Another method called Joint Mutual Information (JMI), where A subset S is said to be the best feature subset, if there is a joint mutual information with subset of features in S and the class label, where S = {f1,f2,…..,fk}. In addition to computational cost, JMI is impossible to calculate because of the size restriction on the number of instances necessary to compute the high dimensional probability function. A number of mutual information based on greedy algorithms has been suggested to resolve this problem. Instead of considering feature pairs, MIFS selects the features and added to the subset one by one [3] . The selected feature is the one that satisfies the following goal function:
Where the candidate attribute and is an attribute which is already selected and it belongs to the subset S. The mutual information between and C denotes feature relevancy, and the mutual information between and represents redundancy;
is a user-defined variable for redundancy. MIFS selects the best subset of features when 0.5 ≤ ≤ 1.0.
Joint mutual information (JMI) is a variation of MIFS to maximize the cumulative summation of JMI with selected feature subset [4] . This algorithm tries to reduce feature redundancy for a great extent. The feature selection criterion as follows:
MIFS-U [5] is an updated version of MIFS by altering the feature-feature interaction term.
MRMR, [6] is also another modification of MIFS, which selects the features which satisfy minimum redundancy and maximum relevance.
Feature interaction
Feature Subset selection is an efficient method to remove unwanted data in high dimensional data classification. For selecting the best subset of feature set, it needs a large search space (O (2 * K)), where K is the number of features) [7] . Researchers have given different estimations to find features which are relevant (e.g., feature relevance is evaluated by the complete correlation between distinct features and the class [8] . There are lot of confusions arises when considering correlation between feature and class. When a single feature is considered, the feature class correlation may be irrelevant but when the features are combined, it becomes very relevant.
However when the features are combined, the mutual interaction tells that the irrelevant combination of variables gives better performance in the classification task. The interaction between features is given as a heuristic test called interaction gain [9] . We can say that the information gain or mutual information between the variables is a two way interaction whereas mutual interaction is a three way interaction. It is given by:
( 1; 2; ) = ( 1, 2; ) − ( 1; ) − ( 2; ) (10) So the interaction gain can be defined as the difference between actual decreases in entropy obtained by mutual information of combined features F1F2 and the expected decreases in entropy by considering individual features F1 and F2. The high value of interaction gain indicates that more information was achieved by combining features than the information gained by individual features. If there is a high amount of dependence among the features, the interaction gain is positive and if there is low amount of dependence among the features, interaction gain is negative. If the framework does not affect the dependence among the features then interaction is zero. Interaction gain is similar to mutual information between three random variables [10] . Most of the existing feature selection methods based on mutual information such as MIFS, MIFS-U, and DISR select the features based on relevancy and redundancy. These methods aim to maximize the relevancy and to minimize the redundancy. But the problem is redundancy term goes high when the features are increases. This is because it selects the features only by considering dependency between features and class. To avoid these problems, Joint mutual information, selects the features by considering the relevance of feature and class when the subset of features was selected. However, this method also over weights the importance of some features.
So a novel feature selection method called Joint feature interaction Maximization (JFIM) is suggested in our work. JFIM selects the best set of features based on the following new criterion: 
Proposed feature selection algorithm
The architecture of proposed feature selection framework is described in the Fig. 1 . It includes 2 phases.
• Pre-processing phase • Feature Selection phase The features selected for classification may be binary, continuous or categorical. In pre-processing step, discretize the features if it is continuous or categorical using equal width discretization [11] .
Algorithm: A novel MI based filter feature selection technique for classifying High Dimensional data
Step 1: Initialize three sets F, X and C.
Set F← Initial set of n features Set X ←Empty set for output Set C← Set of class labels Step 2: Compute the mutual information between features and the class labels for all features. For ∀fi∈
F, Compute MI(fi; C)
Step 3: Select the first feature fi that maximizes MI(fi; C). Add that feature to the output set X.
Step 4: Forward greedy selection: Repeat this step until the required number of features is selected. Set F← F ∖{fi}; Set X ← X ∪ {fi};
Step 5: Selected subset of the features is the output set X.
Experimental analysis
The performance of the proposed work is evaluated with two other feature selection algorithms such as IGFS and MIFS. These Data gravitation based classifier is used to estimate the quality of selected feature subsets. This classifier has been implemented in JCLEC software [14] . The accuracy results are used to assess the quality of selected subset of features. Tenfold cross validation is applied for both feature selection and feature validation. I.e. 90% of data is used for training while 10% is used for validation. This process is repeated 10 times [15] .
Dataset description
Four datasets are collected from the UCI Origin [16] are used for experimentation are shown in (Table 1) . Similar data sets are used in different literatures [17] . All the selected datasets are labelled in terms of number of features, instances and classes. 
Experimental results
In musk data set, both JFIM and IGFS gives almost same accuracy with 40 features. Figure. 2 Average classification accuracy on Sonar dataset (Fig. 3) under the similar backgrounds, The JFIM and IGFS perform better and gives the best accuracy of 85.8333% with 50 features. IGFS achieves this accuracy just with 40 features. With full set of features the classifier gives the accuracy of 80.9444%. Fig. 4 demonstrates the average accuracy results attained on the Musk dataset. Our JFIM outclasses the others and gives the best classification results. With 40 features our proposed JFIM gives better results. Without feature subset construction, it gives the average accuracy of 95.044%. The other methods achieve these results with more number of features. 
Conclusion
Classification of high dimensional data set is used in varied application which involve high retention of voluminous data set. Classifier efficiency is improved with better feature selection methods. This paper proposes a new feature selection method which selects a new set of features by considering the correlation between features and correlation between multiple features and classes. Here the features are ranked based on feature correlation criterion and then top ranked features are selected for evaluation. Four benchmark datasets from UCI are used for experimentation. This method is compared with other two other feature selection methods. For all datasets, JFIM gives better results with less number of features. The results show that the proposed Joint feature interaction maximization gives a better classification performance in terms of both accuracy and execution time. The proposed work has a high impact for classifying high dimensional data sets. Development of a novel classification method with JFIM is under process to apply in variety of application domains.
